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Abstract

Runge-Kutta time integration is used to reach the steady state solution

of discretized partial di�erential equations. Continuous and discrete pa-

rameters in the method are adapted to the particular problem by minimiz-

ing the residual in each step, if this is possible. Algorithms for parameter

optimization are devised and analyzed. Solutions of the nonlinear Euler

and Navier-Stokes equations for compressible ow illustrate the methods.
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1 Introduction

A common method to compute the time-independent solution of a partial dif-
ferential equation (PDE) is to integrate the equation in time until the time-
derivatives vanish or are su�ciently small. Then we have the solution to the
steady state problem. The time stepping method is often an explicit Runge-
Kutta (RK) method. The process can be accelerated by a multigrid algorithm.
This approach is the standard method in computational uid dynamics for the
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations in compressible ow. Examples of RK time-
stepping to steady state are found in [9], [10], [11], [12], [15], [16], [17], [22],
[23].

�Financial support has been obtained from the Swedish Institute for Applied Mathematics.
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Assume that we are interested in the solution u of a system of nonlinear
equations

r(u) = 0; u; r 2 R
N ;

obtained after space discretization of a PDE. Add a time-derivative and discretize
in time by an explicit m-stage RK method. Let u(n) be the numerical solution at
time step n. Then one iteration from n to n+ 1 is

u0 = u(n)

u1 = u0 + �1�T r(u
0)

...
um = u0 + �m�T r(u

m�1)
u(n+1) = um :

(1)

The diagonal matrix T in (1) contains the time steps, � is the scalar CFL num-
ber chosen to minimize the number of iterations and �k; k = 1; : : : ; m; are the
parameters de�ning a particular RK scheme where �m usually is 1. The iteration
is terminated when kr(u)k is su�ciently small in a suitable norm. The iteration
is often robust and only two solution vectors have to be stored.

The time-steps �tj in T are determined locally in each cell j of the grid by
the cell size and the local properties of the solution in the cell [11], [18], [22]. Let
J be the Jacobian of r so that J = @r=@u. The time steps are such that the
largest eigenvalues �j of TJ are of O(1). The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
number � has its name from the classical paper reprinted in [3] and is usually
taken as large as possible without incurring instability. The parameters m and
�j are constant for each RK scheme. The maximum � depends on the chosen
RK method.

Because �tj is usually derived from an approximation of �(TJ), and because
the largest possible actual time steps are not necessarily the ones that result in
the fastest convergence, �nding a suitable � is a non-trivial problem. A priori
estimates of � based on properties of r are not su�ciently sharp in particular
for nonlinear problems. Most often a CFL number is used that has worked
reasonably well for similar problems based on the user's experience, or it has
to be determined by trial and error. A su�ciently small � usually guarantees
convergence but the e�ciency may be low. If good convergence properties are
desired, without the need to run a series of experiments, it will be necessary to
use some form of adaptive technique based on optimization. The purpose of this
paper is to suggest such techniques to calculate close to optimal �, number of
stages m, and number of levels l in the multigrid method.

For linear equations, the iterative method (1) is known as Richardson iter-
ation. Richardson methods are developed in [2], [19], [20], [21]. If the size of
the spectrum of the system matrix is known then optimal methods are suggested
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and analyzed in [2] and [20]. An upper bound of the eigenvalues of a linearized
ow problem with periodic boundary conditions can be estimated and is used to
calculate �tj in local time-stepping [18]. To determine a lower bound di�erent
from zero is much more di�cult. The spectrum is approximated by GMRES
iterations and then the adapted coe�cients �j in (1) are computed in [19] and
[21]. Nonlinear equations are analyzed in [4] and solved in [2]. The choice of
�j for ow problems is discussed in [12], [15], [22]. There the parameters are
determined by an optimal behavior for the Fourier transform of a model problem
with constant coe�cients.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the adaptive method for se-
lection of the CFL number � is described and analyzed for linear systems. The
adaptation of the number of RK stages m and multigrid levels l is discussed in
Sect. 3. The performance of the methods is demonstrated with the solution of the
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations in the �nal section. The norm is the Euclidean
vector norm and the subordinate spectral matrix norm.

2 Continuous adaptation

A method for adaptation of the continuous CFL parameter � in (1) is developed
in this section. The algorithm is based on local minimization of the residual and is
�rst discussed and analyzed for systems of linear equations and then generalized
to nonlinear equations.

The system of N linear equations

Au = b (2)

is solved with the RK method (1). Then

u(n+1) = u(n) +
Pm

j=1 �j�
j(TA)ju(n) �

Pm

j=1 �j�
j(TA)j�1Tb

= u(n) �
Pm

j=1 �j�
j(TA)j�1Tr(n);

(3)

where �j =
Qm

i=m�j+1(��i) and the residual r(n) = b � Au(n), or equivalently,

expressed in terms of r(n)

r(n+1) = r(n) +
mX
j=1

�j�
j(AT )jr(n) = p(�AT )r(n): (4)

The polynomial p in (4) satisifes p(0) = �0 = 1 and p0(0) = �1 = ��m = �1. For
convergence, the eigenvalues of p(�AT ) have to reside inside the unit circle or if
AT is diagonalizable an equivalent condition is

jp(��j)j < 1; �j = �j(AT ); j = 1 : N: (5)
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In the theory of the numerical solution of ordinary di�erential equations [7],
the stability region de�nes the domain S in which the integration method is stable
for du=dt = �u. If � 2 S, then jp(��)j � 1.

In Table 1, four di�erent RK schemes (1) are given.

Table 1: Coe�cients for standard two-, three-, four-, and �ve-stage RK methods
Stages �1 �2 �3 �4 �5

2 1 1 - - -
3 3/5 3/5 1 - -
4 1/4 1/3 1/2 1 -
5 1/4 1/6 3/8 1/2 1

These three-, four- [22] and �ve-stage [16], [17], [23], coe�cients are typical choices
for ow problems|in particular the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The
corresponding stability regions S are shown in Fig. 1. It can be shown by Taylor
expansion of jp(�)j with � = iy and small y that part of the imaginary axis
around 0 is in S for these methods. If <�j � 0, for all j, then by decreasing �
we will eventually have stability.
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Figure 1: Stability regions for standard two- (..), three- (-.), four- ({) and �ve-
stage (solid) RK methods

If aj are the coe�cients of each eigenvector vj in r
(n), the residual after another
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q steps will be

r(n+q) = p(�AT )qr(n) =
NX
j=1

ajp(��j)
qvj : (6)

The eigenvectors are scaled such that kvjk = 1. The convergence r(n) ! 0
can be separated into two phases: a transient phase and an asymptotic phase.
In the transient part the performance depends on the original composition of
eigenvectors in r(n). The fastest decay of r(n) may be achieved by a � with
jp(��j)j > 1 for some j if aj is small in (6). Eventually, when q is large, the
convergence will be dominated by the eigenvectors with the largest jp(��j)j, the
corresponding aj-coe�cients have about the same modulus, and we have entered
the asymptotic phase. We can associate this with an asymptotic convergence
factor

� = max
j
jp(��j)j (7)

and, similarly, the optimal convergence factor of the iterative process for any
constant �

�opt = min
�

max
j
jp(��j)j : (8)

If a single eigenvalue �j satis�es �opt = jp(��j)j for the optimal �
�, long-term

convergence becomes simple, but in the general case the optimum will be found
where two or more curves jp(��j)j as functions of � intersect. Let �� be the
CFL number satisfying �(��) = �opt and �1 and �2 be the smallest and largest
eigenvalues for which jp(���j)j = �opt. No constant � can outperform �� in the
asymptotic phase.

When � varies, ��j moves on rays given by �j from the origin in S. If we let
� > ��, usually jp(��2)j > �opt > jp(��1)j with the stability regions in Fig. 1, and
if we let � < ��, we have jp(��2)j < �opt < jp(��1)j.

Three cases can be distinguished: �1 and �2 are complex, either �1 or �2 is
real and the other one is complex, and �1 and �2 are real. We analyze the �rst
case here. The other two can be treated similarly.

The major contribution to the residual in (6) in the asymptotic phase comes
from the eigenvectors v1 and v2 and their conjugates �v1 and �v2. We split the
residual into the dominant part rD and a remainder term rR

r(n+q) = r
(n+q)
D + r

(n+q)
R ;

r(n+q)D = p(��1)
q (a1v1 + �a1�

q
1�v1 + a2�

q
2v2 + �a2�

q
3�v2) ;

r(n+q)R =
PN

j=5 ajp(��j)
qvj = p(��1)

q
�PN

j=5 aj
�
p(��j)

p(��1)

�q
vj
�
;

�1 = p(���1)=p(��1); �2 = p(��2)=p(��1); �3 = p(���2)=p(��1):

(9)
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If two eigenvalues de�ne the optimal point, we have with the optimal �, j�jj =
1; j = 1; 2; 3, and jp(��j)=p(��1)j < 1. Hence, for large q the convergence of

r(n+q) is determined by r
(n+q)
D in (9) and r

(n+q)
R ! 0 faster than jp(��j)j

q.
Let V be the eigenvector matrix V = (v1; �v1; v2; �v2) and W = V HV . In the

asymptotic phase, starting with the initial residual, n = 0, the residual is well
approximated by the four vectors in V and its norm is

kr
(q)
D k2 = 2jp(��1)j

2qja1j
2 + 2jp(��2)j

2qja2j
2

+2<(a21W21p(��1)
2q + a22W43p(��2)

2q)
+4<(a1a2W31p(��1)

qp(��2)
q + a1a2W41p(��1)

qp(��2)
q):

(10)

In (10) the symmetries in W have been utilized to simplify the expressions. By
<z � jzj, the notation bj = jajjjp(��j)j

q; j = 1; 2; and b1b2 � 0:5(b21 + b22) we

derive an upper bound on kr
(q)
D k2 in (10)

kr
(q)
D k

2 � 2(b21(1 + jW21j+ jW31j+ jW41j) + b22(1 + jW43j+ jW31j+ jW41j)):

Since jWijj � 1 and asymptotically b1 = b2, we obtain

kr
(q)
D k � 4ja1jjp(��1)j

q: (11)

Each term will decrease exponentially on average in (10), but the four last
ones may also oscillate. If the arguments of p(��1) and p(��2) are �1 and �2
respectively, the frequencies will be 2�1, 2�2, �1 � �2 and �1 + �2. Near-parallel
eigenvectors causing iteration methods to temporarily deviate from the behavior
one would expect by looking at the eigenvalues alone is a well-known problem and
has motivated the study of so-called pseudospectra when solving certain PDEs
[5], [24]. Here the e�ect is that the residual norm may increase in individual steps
although the chosen � is stable, but a bound on the oscillations is given by (11).

The convergence will be monotone if Wij; i 6= j; and jp(��1)j are su�ciently
small. In the simpler, special case with two dominant vectors v1 and �v1 the
convergence is monotone if

kr
(q)
D k

2 = 2ja1j
2jp(��1)j

2q + 2<(a21W21p(��1)
2q) < kr

(q�1)
D k2: (12)

Let

p(��1) = r1 exp(i�1); a1 = ra exp(i�); W21 = rW exp(i );
� = 2(q � 1)�1 + 2� +  ;

and insert into (12). Then (12) is satis�ed if

2r2q1 r
2
a(1 + rW cos(� + 2�1)) < 2r2q�21 r2a(1 + rW cos(�));

or

r21 + rW cos(�)(r21 cos(2�1)� 1)� r21rW sin(�) sin(2�1) < 1: (13)
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The left hand side of (13) is bounded by r21+ rW +2r21rW . Hence, the asymptotic
convergence with one dominant vector will be monotone if

jp(��1)j
2 + jW21j < 1:

Note that oscillations will never arise for normal matrices. If all eigenvectors
vj are orthogonal then Wjk = 0; j 6= k in (10). The farther W is from a normal
matrix, the greater the risk is of an oscillatory behavior. For normal matrices,
we have simply

kr(q)k2 = kp(�AT )qr(0)k = k
NX
j=1

ajvjp(��j)
qk2 =

NX
j=1

jajj
2jp(��j)j

2q; (14)

and assuming � is stable, all factors jp(��j)j
2q will decrease in each step.

Suppose that we have the solution at step n and want to select a � so that
kr(n+1)k is minimized. From (4) we derive

kr(n+1)k2 = (p(�AT )r(n))T (p(�AT )r(n)) � �(�) : (15)

The polynomial �(�) is of degree 2m with coe�cients k that can be computed
as

k =
P

i+j=k �i�jSij; k = 0; : : : ; 2m; 0 � i; j � m;

Sij = ((AT )ir(n))T ((AT )jr(n)):
(16)

The � that minimizes �(�), normally with the convention that � > 0, correspond-
ing to stepping forward in time, is then used to compute u(n+1) in (3).

A necessary and su�cient condition for convergence of r(n) is that �(�) has
no global minimum at � = 0. If that is the case then kr(n+1)k = kr(n)k and no
progress is made in the step from n to n+1 by minimizing �(�) and the iteration
stagnates. Otherwise, there always exists a time step (though not necessarily
positive) which will reduce the residual norm. A su�cient condition for the
minimum to be di�erent from 0 is that the �rst-order coe�cient 1 of �(�) is
di�erent from 0, ensuring that �0(�) only has non-zero roots.

It follows from (16) that

1 = �2(r(n))T symm(AT )r(n);
symm(AT ) = 0:5((AT )T + (AT )):

(17)

If the symmetric part symm(AT ) of AT is de�nite in (17), then 1 6= 0. Since
�0(0) = 1, there is a minimum for � < 0 if symm(AT ) is negative de�nite and
for � > 0 if symm(AT ) is positive de�nite. An example when symm(AT ) = 0 is
a discretization by centered di�erences of a �rst order di�erential equation on a
Cartesian grid with periodic boundary conditions.
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If we return to the asymptotic phase with four dominant eigenvalues as in
(9), then 1 is approximated by

1 = �4< (�1(ja1j
2 + a21W21 + a1a2W31 + a1a2W41)+

+�2(ja2j
2 + a22W43 + a1a2W 31 + a1a2W41)) :

(18)

Suppose that v1 and v1 are pairwise orthogonal to v2 and v2 so thatW31 = W41 =
0. Then

1 = �4<(�1(ja1j
2 + a21W21) + �2(ja2j

2 + a22W43)) : (19)

One can show [9] that if tan�1(j<(�j)==(�j)j) � sin�1(jvHj vjj) for j = 1; 2, then
1 cannot vanish, e.g. if <(�j) is su�ciently large compared to =(�j). Otherwise,
combinations of a1; a2, and W are possible such that 1 = 0 in both (18) and
(19). We have found in (10) that there are situations when r(n) will increase and
�(�) � 1. The conclusion is that the global minimum of �(�) can be at � = 0
or a � very close to 0. Such values have to be avoided since they will lead to
stagnation or very slow convergence.

Based on the analysis, the algorithm is as follows. Compute the global
minimizer �� of �(�). The ��-value is chosen if �(��) < kr(n)k2 and �� 2 I,
for some interval I not including the origin. An alternative is to accept �� if
�(��) � Ckr(n)k2, where some C < 1 is a desired performance factor or a moving
average of the past convergence rate. If the convergence is too slow according to
the �rst or second criterion, a \safe" CFL number �s (one which is stable but
not necessarily optimal) is used instead. Optimization is then turned o� and
not resumed until the residual norm has dropped below the point where the safe
value took over. A ow chart with the second alternative is shown in Fig. 2. A
ag variable called optimization determines whether to search for an optimal � or
just use �s. The variable endvalue holds the value the residual norm has to pass
below before optimization of � is resumed. The following proposition guarantees
the convergence.

Proposition 1 If the safe CFL number �s has the property that

kr(n+q)k < kr(n)k

for all n and some q � 1, then as n grows the algorithm generates a subsequence
of r(n) such that kr(n)k ! 0.
Proof Either optimization=ON at the low 'Iterate RK' in Fig. 2 and then

kr(n+1)k2 = �(��) < kr(n)k2;

after 'Iterate RK' or optimization=OFF for q time steps with � = �s and then

kr(n+q)k2 < kr(n)k2:
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Hence, there is a strictly decreasing subsequence of r(n) bounded below by 0. �

optimization = ON

Is optimization = ON ?

Compute residuals and construct ρ(κ)

Iterate RK

Find the κ∗ that minimizes ρ(κ)

Set κ to safe value

Iterate RK

Is || r      || < limit ?(n+1)

Is || r      || < endvalue ?(n+1) 2

Is ρ(κ∗) <= C || r    ||  ?(n) 2

optimization = ON

Set κ = κ∗ endvalue = || r    ||(n) 2

optimization = OFF

End

YesNo

Yes

Yes No

No

Yes
No

n = n+1

Figure 2: Optimization algorithm

In order to determine the coe�cients of the polynomial �(�) we need all scalar
products Sij; i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; m; in (16). Taking into account that Sij = Sji, this
requires approximately N(m2 + 3m + 2) arithmetic operations. The evaluation
cost of �(�) is then O(m). The polynomial is evaluated on a discrete set of
points and then the search was re�ned around the discrete minumum using the
golden section (GS) method [14]. The cost of the optimization process is typically
negligible compared to the rest. If we are using an m-stage method and, for
example, start by examining �(�) at 20 equidistant points and then apply GS to
shrink the resulting uncertainty interval down to 1%, this will cost us roughly
120m + 40 oating-point operations. For comparison, just evaluating the Euler
equation operators costs about 100 operations per grid cell in 3D|and for the
Navier-Stokes equations this �gure is about 250.

For discretized linear, hyperbolic PDEs, experiments in [9] indicate that the
result of local � optimization is similar to or better than anything that can be
achieved with a constant �.

For nonlinear systems the residual at n+1 is approximated by a linearization
around r(n), resulting in (cf. (4))

r(n+1) � r(n) +
mX
j=1

�j�
j(JT )jr(n): (20)
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The approximation has the same form as (4) and the algorithm is applicable.
Although the Jacobian J could be obtained analytically, a simpler approach is to
approximate it as a linearization and compute (JT )jr(n) recursively using

Jv � (r(u(n) + �v)� r(n))=� ; (21)

where � is some small number [1] and v is arbitrary.
The linearized and optimized RK (20) requires one more residual evaluation

than the ordinary RK, plus a few scalar products. While the latter are often
negligible for larger problems, the former unavoidably increases the workload
of an m-stage RK method by a factor of (m + 1)=m. This is not the case for
linear problems. E�cient optimization should hopefully compensate for that
for nonlinear equations, at least when compared to the result of picking a safe
parameter value. An advantage of the complete algorithm in Fig. 2 is of course
that this extra cost does not occur during the steps in which optimization is
turned o�. A less important drawback, given the improved capacity of present
computers, is the need to store all (JT )jr(n); j = 0; : : : ; m; vectors in memory.

3 Discrete adaptation

Two parameters that have not yet been discussed are the number of RK stages
m and, when multigrid iteration is involved, the number of multigrid levels l. As
usual we are interested in achieving the greatest residual reduction per unit of
computational e�ort. Normally, the convergence rate per iteration increases with
more stages and grid levels, but so does the workload.

The number of iterations niter to reduce the initial residual kr
(0)k below " is

kr(niter)k = �niterkr(0)k � "; � = kr(j+1)k=kr(j)k;

assuming � to be constant. If witer is the computational work in each iteration,
then the total work wtot for a convergent solution is

wtot = niterwiter = log(kr(0)k=")witer= log(1=�): (22)

Thus, we want to maximize �, the quotient between the successive residuals per
computational work unit

� = log(kr(j)k=kr(j+1)k)=witer: (23)

The damping factor �0 for eigenvalues �j close to the origin with <�j > 0 is
approximately (see (4))

�0 � 1� �<�j: (24)
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Since �opt in (8) ful�lls �opt � �0 and there is a possibility to reduce �opt by
increasing � in (24), RK methods with large stability regions S allowing large
� are preferred. The same conclusion holds for eigenvalues with <�j = 0 (or
very small). This is discussed in [13]. The work per iteration is proportional to
m + 1 for an m stage method applied to a nonlinear problem. For the methods
in Table 1 and Fig. 1, the maximum � seems to behave like const �m. Suppose
that the small eigenvalues bound the convergence rate. Then

� � log(1=(1� �min
j
<�j))=witer � cRKmmin

j
<�j=(m+ 1); (25)

for some constant cRK . In (25), � grows slowly with m making RK methods with
more stages more attractive.

The multigrid acceleration of the iteration is implemented as a V-cycle in a
standard manner, see e.g. [6] or [13], with smoothing at every level using the
three-stage RK scheme in Table 1. It is shown in [13] that for the smallest
eigenvalues as in (24) we have

�0 � 1� �(2l � 1)<�j: (26)

The work per full V-cycle in 2D with a �xed m in the RK iteration is proportional
to

1 +
lX

j=2

41�j = 4(1� 4�l)=3 � 4=3:

Then as in (25)

� � cmg(2
l � 1)min

j
<�j (27)

for some constant cmg. It is clearly advantageous to use many grid levels.
The algorithm for the selection of a discrete parameter is as follows. Assume

that we have k di�erent parameter values �1; : : : ; �k; and k associated conver-
gence factor estimates �1; : : : ; �k. We assign \quotas" qi to the parameter values,
chosen in such a way that

q1 � q2 � q3 � : : : � qk > 0; and
kX
i=1

qi = 1 : (28)

We will also need a set of counter variables c1; : : : ; ck, where ci keeps track of how
many times we have used the i:th best parameter value �i. After each iterative
step, we �rst add 1 to the ci that corresponds to the last used parameter value.
Then its performance value gi is updated by

gni = ��ni + (1� �)gn�1i ; (29)
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where � satis�es 0 < � < 1 and blends the past values with the most recent
measured �ni in (23). For j 6= i, we take gnj = gn�1j . If gi is updated in every step
and g1i = �1i , then

gni = (1� �)n�1�1j +
nX

k=2

(1� �)n�k��ki :

We �nd that old measurements are successively losing their inuence. Then we
sort our �j by their g

n
j and obtain a list of indices from best to worst. Finally we

check, for j = 2; : : : ; k, in turn whether cj=n < qj. If so, we stop checking and
use �j for our next iteration. If no comparison holds true, we use �1.

The result is that we test and update the parameter value on average a fraction
qj of all steps. The remaining time is devoted to the best estimate g1. After a
large number of steps n � k with almost constant gnj , we have obtained an
average performance

�� =
1

n

n�1X
i=0

�(i) �
1

n

kX
j=1

nqjgj = g1 �
kX

j=2

qj(g1 � gj) � g1 : (30)

The performance of all parameter values needs to be updated regularly in a
neighborhood of the currently best estimate. To measure the objective we have to
use the corresponding parameter value, even if it is sub-optimal according to our
current estimates. Thus, we can never expect fully optimal performance, see (30).
The process becomes a trade-o� between maintaining up-to-date performance
estimates and using the best parameter value as often as possible. Very poor
values leading to divergent iterations with gJ > 1 will be discovered and can be
avoided by allowing qj; j = 1; : : : ; k; to change and letting qJ ! 0.

4 Nonlinear examples

The methods proposed in the previous sections are here applied to the steady
state solution of inviscid and viscous ow problems.

4.1 Continuous optimization

The steady state solutions of the Euler equations of compressible, inviscid ow
and the Navier-Stokes equations of compressible, viscous ow are computed in
a channel with a bump. For a de�nition and discussion of these equations see
e.g. [8]. The upper and lower walls are solid and inow boundary conditions
are speci�ed to the left and outow conditions to the right. The computational
domain is covered by a structured grid. In Fig. 3, two grids at a coarse multigrid
level are depicted. The initial solution u(0) is freestream ow in the channel. The
resolution on the �nest grid is 129 by 65 points.
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The equations are discretized in space according to Jameson [10], [11]. In the
examples, the ow is subsonic with a Mach number M = 0:5 and the Reynolds
number in the Navier-Stokes problem is 104. All numerical experiments have
been run on a Sun SPARCstation Ultra.
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Figure 3: Coarse computational grids for the Euler (left) and Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (right).

A typical residual curve for the Euler equations solved by the three-stage RK
in Table 1 is shown in Fig. 4, where optimization is compared to using a safe
CFL value �s and the \best choice" ��|determined by repeatedly running the
iteration process from beginning to end, gradually narrowing down the search
interval.

In these experiments, the �rst strategy mentioned in Sect. 2 was used. The
optimal values were selected in the interval I = [0:2; 2:5] and �s = 0:9.
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(a) Residual curves. Local optimiza-
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ted) and safe value (dashed).
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Figure 4: The Euler equations on one grid.

Fig. 4(a) shows a plot of the residual norms in each iteration step. After
a di�cult start with many local increases in the residual norm, the optimized
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method proceeds at the same convergence rate as the globally optimal curve.
As expected, Fig. 4(b) shows the locally optimal CFL values distributed in a
neighborhood of ��. The peak at 0.9 is due to the safe value being picked often
during the start, and the part around 2.5 is an \overshoot" that often occurs when
optimization is resumed and the optimizer tries to compensate for the period of
low CFL values.

In Fig. 5 we can see the result of two solution processes for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations, with and without multigrid acceleration, after the op-
timization cost has been included. The convergence is better than with no opti-
mization at all, but it does not quite match the global optimum asymptotically.
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Figure 5: Optimized (solid), safe (dashed) and best (dotted) CFL numbers for the
Euler equations (upper) and the Navier-Stokes equations (lower) using single grid
iteration (left) and three level multigrid iteration (right).

4.2 Discrete optimization

We now repeat the experiments with the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations with
discrete optimization as in Sect. 3 over the number of RK stages and multigrid
levels. For a given number of stages and grid levels, our previously derived method
of continuous CFL optimization is used. The behavior of the residual on the �ne
grid level determines when optimization is turned on and o� for all orders and
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grid levels. Here the forgetting factor in (29) is 1� � = 0:75 and the quotas are
q2 = 1=6; q3 = q4 = 1=7. The result is shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
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Figure 6: Euler (left) and Navier-Stokes (right) equations solved with optimized
RK stages (thick) compared to 2 (..), 3 (-.), 4 ({) and 5 (solid)

The general trend here is that more grid levels result in faster convergence
per unit of work in accordance with (27). In contrast, more RK stages seem
to just increase the workload on a per-step basis. This behavior is presumably
dependent on the speci�c problem, since four- or �ve-stage RK iteration tends to
be the recommended choice in the literture. The experiments are in disagreement
with the analysis in (25), but the relation between the maximum � and m is
oversimpli�ed there (cf. Fig. 1). In our case, RK(2) is unexpectedly the most
e�cient method and the optimization algorithm discovers that.
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Figure 7: Euler (left) and Navier-Stokes (right) equations solved with optimized
multigrid levels (thick) compared to 1 (..), 2 (-.) and 3 ({)

5 Conclusions

We have developed a way of adapting the Runge-Kutta method with respect to
the CFL number for nonlinear problems, at a relatively low extra cost. However,
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the real bene�t lies in not having to manually select an e�cient CFL value. One
that works will be enough and the optimization algorithm will achieve perfor-
mance close to the global optimum anyway measured in number of iterations.
This is important, as a safe guess may be possible to determine analytically from
studying an approximating problem, but the real optimum can usually only be
selected by repeated testing, i.e. solving the problem over and over.

We have shown the CFL optimization for RK developed in Sect. 2 to be a
stable platform from where to add further optimization with respect to the dis-
crete parameters: number of stages and number of multigrid levels. To eliminate
a discrete parameter, we have applied a simple algorithm on top of the optimized
RK. Performance is close to optimal.
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